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“Unlimited Migration?”
Is migration a source of economic prosperity or does it promote ‘social tourism’ and threaten our affluence? From October 14 to 17, 2018, an international audience from business, science, society, and politics will address the
variety of perspectives and points of view at the ENGELBERG DIALOGUES.
German Professor Christian Dustmann, economist at the University College
London, whose research focuses on migration economics, and one of Switzerland’s most prominent economists in this field, Professor George Sheldon,
University of Basel, will be among the renowned speakers at the event.

Academia Engelberg Foundation is breaking new ground by dividing the event
into three areas. The two-day Autumn Academy for young researchers will be
followed by a half-day workshop for invited personalities from science, business, society, and politics. The ideas collected and lessons learned in the
context of trans-European migration will be the subject of extensive discussions at the concluding forum on Wednesday, October 17, 2018. The issue
will be addressed at a regional level at a public evening event on October 15,
2018, which will complement the debate. The results and insights of the ENGELBERG DIALOGUES are intended to support the ongoing debate on migration in Europe and Switzerland in the long term.

PICTURE <link to picture for download>
<Caption> At the ENGELBERG DIALOGUES
2018 of Academia Engelberg Foundation, which
will be held from October 14 to 17, 2018, the question of “Unlimited Migration?”, one of the economically and politically most explosive problems for
Europe and Switzerland, will be discussed.

<Pointer>
ENGELBERG DIALOGUES 2018 of Academia Engelberg Foundation on
“Unlimited Migration?” from October 14 to 17, 2018, in Engelberg, Canton of Obwalden, Switzerland. Detailed program: www.academiaengelberg.ch/information
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